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Abstract. This stud y experimentally examined disc brake-g enerated inplane squeal b y looking at vib ration modes. The in-p lane squeal was
determined to b e c losely related to bo th the out -of-plane squea l tha t h as
directionality caused by Coulom b friction and the in-pl ane squeal caused
by dry friction. The characteristics of in-plane squeal were also analytically
investigated us ing a con centrated m ass m odel form ed b y connected
massless beams, and the relationship between mass added to th e rotor and
squeal suppression was clarified.

1 Introduction
Noise a nd vi bration ca used by ve hicular t raffic i s an i mportant soci al a nd e nvironmental
problem. Because design improvements have decreased engine noise, s queal generated by
car brakes has begun receiving increased attention. Consequently, research in this field is
increasingly important, and several countermeasures for brake squeal have been proposed
[1, 2]. Ho wever, th e m echanisms th at generate vibrations in au tomotive d isc brakes hav e
yet to be fully clarified.
In t his stud y, we inv estigated sq ueal cau sed b y vibrations primarily in th e in-p lane
direction of the disc, a phenomenon that has recently become a serious problem. Although
this in-p lane sq ueal is classified as high-frequency s queal, its cha racteristics are different
from those of typical high-frequency out-of-plane squeals [3, 4].

2 Experiments
Figure 1 shows our bench test rig for a floating disc brake unit, which consists of a disc,
caliper, pads, knuckle (which connects the brake unit to the car body), hydraulic pump, and
geared motor. The height of the disc hat in the rig is greater than the height in a normal disc.
We assume that the hat part of the disc contributes significantly to the coupling of in-plane
and out-of-plane vibrations of the disc.
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Fig. 1. Disc brake bench test rig.

2.1 Braking tests and natural frequencies of disc and pad
Braking t ests were c onducted o n t he bench rig, a nd t he s queal fre quencies were
investigated based on the acceleration of the caliper measured with an a ccelerometer. The
generation frequency of the in-plane squeal was 10,375 Hz, which is classified as a highfrequency squeal, re ferred t o a s base s queal. T he acceleration am plitude of t he i n-plane
squeal was 7.47 m/s2.
The natural frequencies of the disc in the out-of-plane and in-plane directions and that
of t he brake pad res pectively were m easured using accelerometers. Table 1 s hows the
natural frequencies of the disc in the out-of-plane and in-plane directions and that of the pad,
respectively. The characteristic mode of t he out-of-plane vibration of the disc is described
as the (m, s) mode corresponding to the natural frequency of the disc, where m and s are the
nodal diam eter and nodal circle, res pectively. As sh own i n Ta ble 1, t he seco nd-mode
natural frequency of the disc in the in-plane direction (10,400 Hz), and sixth mode of the
pad (11,231 Hz) a re cl ose t o the squeal frequency. This c haracterizes the hi gh-frequency
squeal, which is generated by the coupled vibration of the disc and the brake pads.
Table 1. Natural frequencies of disc and pad (Hz).
Disc
In-plane direction

Pad

Out-of-plane direction

1st mode

6,938

(8, 0)

10,550

5th mode

9,344

2nd mode

10,400

(9, 0)

12,300

6th mode

11,231

2.2 Vibration mode of disc during squeal
The vibration mode of the rotating disc in the out-of-plane and in-plane directions during
squeal was investigated using an accelerometer applied with a slip ring. In this experiment,
the out-of-plane vibra tion of the outer caliper was also investigated using accelerom eters.
Figure 2 shows the in-plane and out-of-plane vibration amplitude ratios of the disc in squeal
to the vibration amplitude of the caliper, where the abscissa shows the circumferential angle
of t he disc. Fi gure 2 s hows that t he i n-plane vibration amplitude o f t he di sc was m uch
larger than the out-of-plane amplitude, and the vibration amplitude of the caliper was much
smaller than that of disc. This is the characteristics of high frequency squeal. Moreover, the
disc vibrated elastically at the sec ond m ode i n t he i n-plane direction during s queal, as
shown in Fig. 2(a). This result coincides with the natural frequency of the in-plane vibration
of the disc. Figure 2(b) shows that the two-diametrical-node disc vibration coupled by the
second m ode i n t he i n-plane di rection wa s con firmed. T he hei ght of t he hat of t he disc
contributes sign ificantly to the coup ling of t he in-plane and out-of-plane vibrations of th e
disc. The position of antinodes and nodes during squeal in Fig. 2 were fixed in space while
the disc rotated.
2
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Fig. 2. Vibration mode of disc in squeal.

3 Analytical calculation of elast ic ring modeled as concentrated
mass
Based on t he ex perimental res ults desc ribed i n Sect ion 2 , t he i n-plane squeal was
ascertained to b e cl osely related to both the d irectional ou t-of-plane squeal cause d by
Coulomb friction and the in-plane squeal caused by dry friction. In this section, we describe
how a com plex eigenvalue problem was analyzed to in vestigate th e effect o f th e in-p lane
and out-of-plane vibration of the disc and pads and the rigidity of t he disc hat on in-plane
squeal.
3.1 Analytical model
The analytical model used in the experiments (Fig. 3) was based on the model in Ref. [5].
This model did not faithfully reproduce the dimensions of an actual disc brake unit because
the goal of t he analysis is to qualitatively, rather than quantitatively, obtain characteristics
of in-plane squeal and investigate the stability of the resulting self-excited vibration system.
The disc an d t he i nner a nd outer pads we re m odeled as a sy stem of m assless el astic
beams and concentrated masses with half of the mass of the beam and half of its moment of
inertia concent rated at either end of t he bea m. The pa d was form ed as a straight beam
divided into 14 elements. The disc was modeled as a ring divided into 80 elements, which
were straight beams rather than curved beams, as shown in Fig. 3(a). The displacements in
the tang ential, circumferential, an d ou t-of-plane directions of the ring are denoted as x, y,
and z, respectively. Additionally, x, y, and z are the rotation angles about the x-, y-, and zaxes, res pectively. The corre sponding displacements an d rotation a ngles o f t he pads a re
denoted as xp, yp, zp, xp, yp, and zp, respectively.
As s hown i n Fig. 3(b), t he ith spring ki is in co ntact with th e pad and ring i n th e zdirection. T he i nner a nd o uter pads a re su pported on t he cal iper piston a nd h older,
respectively, by spring kB in the z-direction. As s hown in Fig. 3(b), the rigidity of t he hat
section of the disc was taken into account by setting each node of the ring and the springs kx,
ky, and kz to be located from the cen ter of gra vity at distance bh in the y-direction an d
distance hh in the z-direction.
In t his pa per, primes [ ] denote physical quantities o r d imensions on th e outer sid e of
the rotor.The equations of mo tion for t he ring and pads are all fo rmally the same as tho se
given in Ref. [5] and the numerical parameters used in the calculation were also same as
those used in Ref. [5]. Detailed descriptions are not given here.
The n atural freq uencies o f t he ring and pads were first calculated with out frictio n, a
supporting spr ing ( k B  k1  0 ), or a c ontact spri ng ( ki  0 ). The natural fr equency ratio
between the second-mode frequency of disc in the in-plane vibration and sixth mode of the
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Fig. 3. Analytical model.
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Fig. 4. Complex mode of unstable vibration.

pad were similar to that in an actual brake system.
The stab ility o f th e system was t hen an alyzed by ap plying t he ch aracteristic v alue
problem under the conditions of Coulomb and dry friction. The system contained only one
unstable vibration. The positive real part of the eigenvalue was 88 , and its frequency was
12,632 Hz. Figure 4(a) shows the vibration modes of the ring and the inner and outer pads,
where the mode is based on the maximum amplitude and the horizontal axis indicates the
circumferential angle.
In the unstable vibrations, the rings vibrated in the second in-plane mode with a large
amplitude. Fi gure 4(b) s hows a n enlarged view of t he ring m ode i n t he z-direction fro m
Fig. 4(a). Figure 4(b) shows that the ring vibrates in the out-of-plane two-diametrical node
excited by th e secon d m ode in th e i n-plane direction. Th ese resu lts agree well with the
results shown in Fig. 2. The pads vibrated in the bending mode, and the amplitude of the inplane vibration of t he ring was approximately 20 times larger than that of the out-of-plane
vibration.
3.2 Effects of adding mass to rotor on in-plane squeal
The effects of added rotor mass on the in-plane squeal were investigated. Specifically, we
analytically determined whether adding mass to th e disc contributes to th e reduction of the
natural frequency of the disc and the suppression of the in-plane squeal. Figure 5 shows the
position on the ring where 2 sets of 5 additional masses were added, for a total of 10 masses.
As shown in Fig. 5, within each set, the 5 masses were attached to consec utive elements of
the ring, and the circumferential angle between the 2 sets of 5 masses was determined by .
We analytically investigated how angle  affects in-plane squeal. We also calculated how
adding masses affect in-plane squeal during one ring rotation by changing rotation angle 
4
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after angle  is d etermined The mass of one standard element of t he ring was 39 g. The
total mass of the 10 masses added to the ring was varied from 110 g to 210 g in increments
of 50 g.
First, t he rel ationship between t he nat ural f requencies of on ly the ring with the 1 0
additional masses and angle were investigated using the eigenvalue problem, as shown in
Fig. 6. T he t otal mass of t he 10 m asses adde d t o t he ri ng was 210 g. The ab scissa i s
circumferential angle  between t he 2 se ts of 5 m asses, an d t he ordinate i s t he nat ural
frequencies of the ring. The blue line in Fig. 6 shows the base value of natural frequency for
the i n-plane s econd m ode when no m ass was a dded. Figure 6 sh ows t hat t he natural
frequency of t he i n-plane se cond m ode when m ass was ad ded was l ower t han w hen n o
mass was added. The natural frequencies separated into sine and cosine natural modes of
each other when the mass was attached. T he sine and cosine natural modes of the in-plane
second mode intersect each other when is around 45° and 135°. The cosine natural modes
of the in-plane second mode decreased the most when was 90°.
Next, co mplex eig envalue an alysis w as performed. Fi gure 7 show s t he relationship
between the real part of eigenvalues and angle. The abscissa is , and the ordinate is the
maximum value of the real part of the eigenvalue for each value of  during one rotation of
the ring as angle  was varied from 0° to 360°. The blue line in Fig. 7 shows the base value
of the real part of eigenvalue 88 when no mass was added. From Fig.7, the real part of the
eigenvalue decreased as more mass was added when  was around 45° and 135°. It finally
became negative when the total m ass was 210 g, which m eans the s queal did not occur
during a complete disc rotatio n, even though the vibration became more unstable than for
the base value when  was around 90°.
Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show the relationship between the real part of the eigenvalues and
angle when  was 45° and 90°, resp ectively, an d th e to tal add ed mass was 160 g. The
red dots in Fig. 8 indicate regions where the real part of the eigenvalue is positive. The blue
line i n Fi g. 8 shows t he base val ue o f t he real pa rt of ei genvalue 88 when no m ass was
added. Figure 8(a) shows that the real part of the eigenvalue was lower than the base value
during the whole rotation when  was 45°. In Fig. 8(b), it was hi gher than the base value
when angle  was around 0°, 90 °, 180°, 270°, and 360° and  was 90°. Here, the complex
squeal mode shown in Figs. 2 and 4 are fixed in space while the disc rot ated; therefore, the
effect of a dding m ass c hanged rotation angle  based on t he relati onship between th e
positions of the sets of five masses and the positions of antinodes and nodes in the complex
mode of unstable vi bration. In Fi g. 8(a), o ne of t he set s of fi ve m asses i s al ways at an
antinode position in the in-plane second mode. Therefore, it is effectiv e through the whole
rotation angle  when  is 45°. In contrast, both sets of five masses are at node positions in
the in -plane seco nd m ode wh en  i s 0°, 90 °, 180°, 270°, a nd 360° i n Fi g. 8 (b). T hen,
vibration becam e more un stable, ev en thoug h su ppression was otherwise very ef fective
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because both sets are at antinodes when  is 45°, 135°, 225°, and 315°.

4 Conclusions
In this study, the height of the hat of the disc contributed significantly to the coupling of the
in-plane and out-of-plane vi brations of the disc. The out -of-plane pad vi bration and t he
two-diametrical-node disc vibration coupled by the second mode in th e in-plane direction
were e xcited by C oulomb f riction a nd co uld become more unstable when t he i n-plane
vibration of the seco nd m ode was ex cited by dry frictio n. Thu s, th e resulting sq ueal was
closely rel ated t o b oth t he directional o ut-of-plane vi bration ca used by Coulomb fri ction
and the in-plane vibration caused by dry friction.
vibration i s su ppressed by a dding mass at t he
The analytical results showed that
position of the antinode of the in-plane second-mode vibration of the disc. This reduced the
natural frequencies of the disc, which disrupted the balance between the natural frequencies
of the pads and disc and reduced the vibration coupling between the disc and brake pads.
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